Jacobsen’s new ECLIPSE® 2 offers best in class quality of cut, industry leading productivity and customized controls.

- **Lightest handle weight in the industry** provides adjustable height for comfort and ease of use.
- **Control the speed** through the speed paddle or bale, allowing the operator to easily slow down for turns and return to normal speed when the turn is finished.
- **Widest array of frequency of clip settings** - requires no tools and takes just seconds to change.
- **Lightest handle weight in the industry** provides adjustable height for comfort and ease of use.
- **Control the speed** through the speed paddle or bale, allowing the operator to easily slow down for turns and return to normal speed when the turn is finished.
- **Settings are accessed through password protected menu**
- **Maximum mow speed up to 3.8 mph**
- **Optional LED light** uses less energy and is brighter while allowing your staff to get on the course sooner for minimal disruption.
- **Moveable power source** allows you to adjust the weight on the front roller for the fixed head unit and ease of turning on the floating head unit.
- **Regenerative braking** for increased speed control.
- **Superior tracking with true automotive differential.** Drives from one point versus two belts or chains which require adjustment to track straight.
- **Patented true floating head** allows lowest heights of cut without scalping, even on the most undulating green.
- **Classic XP reel design** delivers the industry best quality of cut.
- **On-board backlapping** minimizes down-time by allowing for quick and easy reel maintenance.

**ECLIPSE® 2 122F shown**
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